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Report of meeting held at School of Economic Science, 11 Mandeville Place, London W1U 3AJ
See: Notes of Open Research Group meeting on 25th Oct 2017: OpenResearchGroup-171025

Present: Janos (chair), Mary (notes), Steve Pundit, Paul, Trevor Griffiths.  
Apologies: Ahmet, Ashburn, Bob, Ellena (visiting), John Mc, Philip, Lilias, William (mum).

Janos presented for newcomers his idea of the Open Research Group - having a pluralist approach 
(12x12).  Things have to be imagined (a warning) before they can happen.  We are searching for a 
passage to utopia.  Others said the main focus has to be Economics, although it encompasses other 
subjects.  Janos also uses the slogan “Something New Must Emerge” for his Meetup publicity.  

Steve, having heard about the background of this group, via CCMJ and Global Table, suggested that 
we call this group the Council of New Economics. We went on to discuss the purpose of the group, is 
it talking and educate ourselves (and others) or are we actually trying to achieve something? Steve has
ideas for a new financial system, according to which, whilst we are doing the work of coming here for
two hours, he will give us virtual credit, which we will be able to pass on to the next generation.  

Paul talked about a system in Japan, called inheritance status, and achievement status.  This combined
status is strongly recognised, and is an important part of Japanese society, they are aware of it at all 
times.  When people greet each other they bow, and the depth of the bow indicates their status.  We 
talked about ideas of sufficiency and abundance, and how in the past there was sufficient space, so no 
competition was necessary, but this has now changed, with humans encroaching on the natural 
environment.

Steve has discovered a new theory, that inheritance right is incorrect, a millionaire should not be able 
to pass it all to his children, who have done no work to deserve it.  Paul said that in old societies, the 
ancient birthright will be residence on the land that we inherited from our parents, it’s different now as
we live in towns, so the only way we would be able to pass it on is through some form of Citizens 
Income: http://citizensincome.org  

Janos added that with technology we should be able to capture solar energy, and free energy can be 
distributed: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Solar_energy   Once you have energy you can modify matter
in whatever way you wish to support survival.  Paul thought it would cost money to convert it.  
However, Steve added that electricity production could be automated. 

Paul mentioned an Archimedes Screw, which he saw had been installed in a country estate in Devon, 
one of many examples of free energy production. Janos said one of the biggest failures of today’s 
financial system was using circulating money instead of new money, and Paul explained that this can 
be achieved through state financing as in North Dakota, which is part-way towards a new economics 
system: https://bnd.nd.gov/history-of-bnd/ 

Trevor Griffiths arrived towards the end and was welcomed. 

Steve said he would present his ideas for new economics at the next meeting on 8 th November 2017.
MF/mf/171105 - Notes of Open Research Group meeting on 8th Nov 2017: OpenResearchGroup-171108
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